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The distinctive functioning of the Czech and Portuguese languages exceeds various domains and, 
among other aspects, reflects some differences relating to the way in which an inter – subjective 
relationship is set. The different linguistic resources which are applied in the formulation of an 
indirect form of request is an example of this distinction. 
 The conditional mode (Poderia trazer-me um café?) or the imperfect tense (Podia trazer-

me um café?) is quite frequently used in Portuguese to produce a delicate form of request. In 
Czech, there are several resources in tenses which are in common with Portuguese; one of which 
is the conditional (Chtěl bych kávu ou Uvítal bych, kdybyste mi donesl kávu). But there are also 
some other unique ways for expressing request. Perhaps, the most significant of which is the 
usage of an interrogative negative construction which features the phenomena of semantic 
neutralization of the negative value (Nemůžete mi donést kávu? or Nemohl byste mi donést kávu?). 
However, there are some constructions in Portuguese for expressing request which doesn´t exist in 
Czech. A very relevant one is the usage of an imperfect tense or of a conjunctive mood. In this 
mood, a Portuguese sequence like Talvez me possa trazer um café, through which the speaker 
produces an indirect request by means of conjunctive mood, corresponds in Czech to Snad byste 
mi mohl donést kávu, with the verb in the conditional. 
With this presentation, we intend to describe in a semantic perspective these, as well as other 
linguistic occurrences, which show different forms of making a request in Czech and in 
Portuguese languages. We also propose a meta-linguistic explanation for these different linguistic 
configurations. 
 


